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When Addis Ababa filled up with the world's Press and
the Ethiopian radio was handling over 30,000 words of
journalistic matter daily, interviews with the Emperor were
often devolved to Colson. Questions were put in writing,
Colson typed out the answers, the Emperor approved the
draft and saw the interviewer for a few minutes' friendly
talk. But my questions came from the blue and were as
directly answered.
Throughout, the Emperor economised gesture and sat
perfectly straight in his seat. Only the jewelled hand moved
a little from under his black cloak. A man of great intelli-
gence, completely controlled by himself. The dogs lay
by his feet for an hour and a half with the same motionless
obedience.
" Ethiopia (said the Emperor) acknowledges the value
of the 1906 Treaty as an instrument of pacification, but Signer
Mussolini is still sending troops and munitions, and threatens
to put in a personal appearance ; action under the Treaty seems
valueless now, especially as Britain is the only one of the three
signatories to pay it any respect. As regards methods of negotia-
tion, Great Britain has not made proposals to Ethiopia, but the
Emperor is delighted with the attitude of Sir Samuel Hoare and
Mr. Eden, and there is no criticism of the method of a free hand
for Britain in a constructive effort for peace. So far neither
Italy nor any other country has put a proposition directly to
Ethiopia regarding an Italian railway joining Eritrea and Somali-
land. Even if an offer were made the details would not easily
be settled, but Ethiopia is still willing to discuss the question"
In the matter of territorial concessions, the attitude of the
Emperor was particularly definite.
" / have in view only an exchange of territory. If the J^ejla
offer is maintained I am willing to surrender to Italy an equivalent
The precise extent of the territory that might be ceded cannot now
be decided, but the district in which it will be found is definite.
Ethiopia utterly refuses to concede any of the northern provinces
and the districts of Arussi. Bale, Liban, and Borana are equally
out of the question. Only part of Ogaden is cedable, anywhere
from Walwal to Dolo, including therefore the possible concession
of the Webbe ShebelL
ec But the %eyla offer must stand. During my journey in
Europe I emphasised to the British and French Governments

